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● FloPro™ vastly improves low flow measurement calculation
MEASURING
WATER FLOWS CAN BE EXPENSIVE
● Dial-A-Pipe™ allows you to quickly change pipe sizes in the field
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World-Class Flow Calibration Facility

Every flow meter is only as good as its calibration. Each InnovaMass is calibrated by
Sierra’s new calibration facility in Monterey, California, to assure the best possible
performance. Flow standards with accuracies better than 0.2% of reading are used to
assure the highest accuracy possible.

Next Day Shipping
Go to Sierra’s online store to custom configure and buy InnovaMass. We stock select
models for next day shipment. Sierra is the only company in the industry where you
can buy vortex meters factory direct. Visit sierrainstruments.com/shop

Learn More
See the back of this data sheet for technical details or visit sierrainstruments.com
for more information on the Innovamass iSeries.
(InnovaMass specs on back)
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Figure 1: Transit-Time Ultrasonic Principle Of Operations
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SIERRA’S SOLUTION
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Simply clamp the sensors onto the outside of the water pipe and extremely accurate
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was now possible–no need for costly system shut downs, pipe cutting
Field Independence
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greatly improving accuracy
● ValidCal™ Diagnostics closely monitors meter
— learn more —
performance and validates output
sierrainstruments.com/ultrasonictransform
● Make fast firmware upgrades in the field
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•World-Class
Highly accurate (+/- 0.5% of reading)
Flow Calibration Facility
•Every
Reduces
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by providing
accurateEach
usage
rates
flow meter is only costs
as good
as its calibration.
InnovaMass
is calibrated by
new calibration
•Sierra’s
One meter
for pipes 2”facility
to 200”in Monterey, California, to assure the best possible
performance. Flow standards with accuracies better than 0.2% of reading are used to
•assure
Clamp-on
sensorsaccuracy
are very possible.
easy to install with no pipe intrusions
the highest
• Includes complete data logging and analysis tools
Next Day Shipping
—
more — online store to custom configure and buy InnovaMass. We stock select
Golearn
to Sierra’s
sierrainstruments.com/products/207iprod.html
models for next day shipment. Sierra is the only company in the industry where you

InnovaSonic® 207i with Clamp-on Transducers

Benefits of InnovaSonic® 207i:

•
		
•
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
•
•
•

Tolerant of liquids with small amounts
of air bubbles or suspended solids
Thermal Energy/BTU capability
Clamp-on standard, insertion
transducers available
Install meter during plant operations—
no process shut downs, no leakage risks
No moving parts to clog or fatigue
like turbine meters
Ideal for large line sizes
High zero stability, nearly drift free

Operational safety and robustness
Large display with push buttons,
		 user-friendly menu

•
		
•
		
•
		
•
•

Mounting kit included to lock transducer
into place
Daily, monthly and yearly totalized
flow rate
Easy Installation with Smart Interface
Portal Software (SIP)
Rental Program Available
Buy Online for fast delivery

can buy vortex meters factory direct. Visit sierrainstruments.com/shop

— contact us —
sierrainstruments.com/contact

Learn More

—
buythe
online
— of this data sheet for technical details or visit sierrainstruments.com
See
back
sierrainstruments.com/shop
for more information on the Innovamass iSeries.
—
rental program —
(InnovaMass
specs on back)
sierrainstruments.com/rental
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